We conduct simulations using the three-dimensional (3D) solar-interplanetary conservation element/solution element (SIP-CESE) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model and magnetogram data from a Carrington rotation (CR) 1897 to compare the three commonly used heating methods, i.e. the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) Alfvén wave heating method, the turbulence heating method and the volumetric heating method. Our results show that all three heating models can basically reproduce the bimodal structure of the solar wind observed near the solar minimum. The results also demonstrate that the major acceleration interval terminates about 4 for the turbulence heating method and 10 for both the WKB Alfvén wave heating method and the volumetric heating method. The turbulence heating and the volumetric heating methods can capture the observed changing trends by the WIND satellite, while the WKB Alfvén wave heating method does not. : 96.50.Bh, 96.50.Ci, 96.50.Tf 
The problem of the coronal heating and solar wind acceleration has been one of the most difficult subjects in solar and solar wind physics. There is no final solution to the problem in theoretical studies. [1, 2] However, many numerical methods have been developed in the solar wind simulations to deal with it and to produce overall good results that are comparable with observations. [2−9] The most commonly used heating methods are the WKB Alfvén wave heating method (AHM), the turbulence heating method (THM) and the volumetric heating method (VHM).
In this Letter, we carry out numerical tests and comparisons to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the three commonly used heating methods. The numerical model used here is the 3D SIP-CESE MHD model with the initial magnetic field derived from solar magnetogram data of CR 1897. The basic governing equations and details of the SIP-CESE MHD model have been described by Feng et al. [13, 5] Here we only give some modifications.
In the AHM, the dissipation rate is added as a source term in the energy equation and Alfvén wave pressure /2 is inserted in the momentum equation. According to Refs. [7, 8, 10] and the control equation of are given by
, where 2 is the velocity variance associated with the wave field, is the correlation length of the fluctuation scale transverse to the magnetic field given by = , ( / ) 1/2 ( is the magnetic field strength at the coronal base, , =6000 km) and is the outward propagating Alfvén velocity. We set at the coronal base to be
related to the expansion factor and the minimum angular separation . [5] The maximum variance amplitude 0 is taken to be 35 km·s −1 . Evidently, increases from the closed magnetic field to the open field and achieves the maximum at the center of coronal hole.
In the THM, an additional equation to the governing equations is provided as follows:
where is the degrees of freedom related to the polytropic index, , by (
, is the additional internal energy, and is the relaxation time, which is chosen as the order of the time step. [9] We adopt the same distribution of as Cohen et al. [2, 11] The model adds the source term , 
where is the heliocentric distance normalized by the solar radius, 1 is the intensity of volumetric heat source, is the decay length, and are the intensities, which are given to be = 0 and = 0 . The values of 1 , 0 , 0 and are set to be 1 × 10
−14 N m −3 and 0.8, respectively; is chosen to be the same as given by Feng et al. [5] In this study, all three heating methods are initialized with Parker's solar wind solution and the potential field model using the magnetogram for CR 1897, and are solved using the 3D SIP-CESE MHD model. The numerical results are given in the following. We can see that all three heating methods can basically reproduce the bimodal structure with fast wind in the high-latitude region and slow wind near the solar equator (SEQ). From the mid-and high-latitudes (MHL), the magnetic field lines are stretched into the heliosphere by the solar wind and the current sheet forms at the top of streamers. Compared with the coronal results by Linker et al., [14] who used the polytropic relationship in the energy equation, the presence of the heating and acceleration here significantly increases the plasma flow speed from about 400 to 600-700 km·s −1 in the center of the open field region. However, the three heating methods have different effects on the latitudinal extension of the high speed flow. The fast flow (> 600 km·s −1 ) at 20
can extend equatorward roughly to latitudes 50 ∘ , 35 ∘ and 30 ∘ in the AHM, THM and VHM, respectively. The slow flow (< 600 km·s −1 ) at 20 is the widest in the AHM, and the thinnest in the VHM. Additionally, the VHM generates the sharpest cusp structure near the Sun and the AHM produces the furthest cusp structure. In the THM, the magnetic reconnection (MR) occurs near the reversal of magnetic field. The MR was also yielded in the results of Roussev et al. [9] and Cohen et al., [2, 11] in which the THM was also employed. Thus, the MR is possibly associated with the turbulent heating. The additional heating of the THM in the closed-field region evaporates a small part of coronal streamer, [15, 12] increases the electric current around [4] [5] , and thus enhances the numerical resistivity, which possibly results in the MR. No excessive heating in the closed field region for the AHM and VHM results in the sharp cusp structures. for the three heating methods. We can see from Fig. 2(a) that the solar wind is accelerated monotonically outward from near the Sun for all the three heating methods. In the VHM and AHM, the plasma flows at MHL are accelerated from about 1. 5 and the major acceleration intervals terminate at 10 . However, in the THM, it lies between 1.2 and 4 , where the additional energy is mainly deposited. Around SEQ, the near stagnation regions form below 2.5 in the VHM and 5 in the AHM, which correspond to the helmet streamers. We also note that the speed in the helmet streamer is about 10 km·s −1 in the THM, which may be due to the heating there. Above the streamer, the plasma bulk speed increases to about 300 km·s −1 at 20 for all the three heating methods, which agrees with the observations. [16] Figure 2(b) reveals that the plasma flow at MHL is 039601-2 hotter than that near SEQ for the THM, but the trend only holds true beyond 3 for the VHM and the reverse relationship exists outside 7 for the AHM. For the THM, the temperatures both at MHL and near the SEQ quickly rise within 2 and then drop slowly. For the VHM, the temperature of the plasma flow near SEQ reaches the minimum of 1.3 × 10 6 K at 1.9 , then the maximum of 1.6 × 10 6 K at 2.7 , finally drops slowly outward. A similar variation is present in the temperature profile at MHL. However, the temperature profiles for the AHM change in a different way. The temperatures both near SEQ and at the MHL are nearly the same inside 2 . Since then, the former continues falling off to a minimum of 0.75 × 10 6 K at 2.5 , beyond which the temperature changes little. On the contrary, the latter rises to a maximum of 1.5 × 10 6 K at 3 and drops rapidly to the second minimum of 0.5 × 10 6 K at 13 , and finally increases rather slowly outward.
As shown in Fig. 2(c) , the densities for the three heating methods fall off steeply within 10 , and then approach ∼ −2 variation due to the slight increase of the velocities mentioned above. Additionally, the densities near the SEQ are higher than those at MHL for the three heating methods. It should be noted that the densities both at MHL and near SEQ for the THM are much higher than those for the other two heating methods, which probably results from the fact that the major acceleration interval for the THM lies near the Sun, as pointed out by Leer et al. on the surface at 215 . All the three heating methods basically produce the bimodal structure of the fast, tenuous and hot solar wind at MHL and the slow, dense and relatively cool solar wind around the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). We can see that the speeds at MHL are about 750, 750, 850 km·s −1 for the AHM, THM, and VHM. Considering the speeds at 20 , we can infer that certain accelerations occur beyond 20 for all the three methods, among which the fast flow achieves the strongest acceleration for the AHM and the least acceleration for the VHM. However, for all the heating methods, the slow solar winds near SEQ experience very little accelerations out of 20 . Figure 3 also shows that the areas of both the highspeed (> 700 km·s −1 ) and low-speed (< 450 km·s −1 ) solar winds are the largest for the VHM, and the smallest for the AHM. Additionally, the high-speed solar wind flows in the extended and low-latitude coronal holes for the THM and only in the extended coronal hole for the VHM. However, only the intermediatespeed It shows that the magnitudes of the solar wind parameters for the three heating methods are located between the observations except that the total magnetic field intensities are sightly smaller than the observations and the number density from the THM is slightly higher. Both the THM and VHM reproduce the overall temporal variations of the solar wind parameters observed by WIND, whereas the AHM does not. Figure 4 demonstrates [18] and the estimation of Wei et al. [19] and they are higher for the THM. In conclusion, all three heating methods can basically reproduce the bimodal pattern of the solar wind observed at 1 AU near the solar minimum. The areas of both the high-speed and low-speed solar winds are the largest for the VHM, and they are the smallest for the AHM. The major acceleration intervals lie between about 1.5 and 10 for the AHM and VHM and between 1.2 and 4 for the THM. At the same time, the results also show that the mass fluxes of the high-speed and low-speed flows normalized to 1 AU are basically compatible with Ulysses' measurements for the VHM and AHM and slightly higher for the THM. Both the THM and VHM roughly reproduce the observed temporal variations of the solar wind parameters and capture the intermediate-speed flows and the features of CIR, whereas the AHM does not. This work also suggests that further studies should be devoted to improving the three heating methods. Here and in the AHM, the radius of the source surface in the THM and in the VHM can be tuned to obtain a more realistic solar wind. Additionally, it is necessary to incorporate more available observations and physical-based heating mechanisms [20] into the solar wind simulations.
